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Abstract: We study disorder-induced propagation losses of guided modes in photonic crystal slabs with line-defects. These losses are treated within a theoretical model of size disorder for the etched holes in the otherwise periodic photonic lattice. Comparisons are provided with state-of-the-art experimental data, both in membrane and Silicon-on-Insulator (SOI) structures, in which propagation losses are mainly attributed to fabrication imperfections. The dependence of the losses on the photon group velocity and the useful bandwidth for low-loss propagation are analyzed and discussed for membrane and asymmetric as well as symmetric SOI systems. New designs for further improving device performances are proposed, which employ waveguides with varying channel widths. It is shown that losses in photonic crystal waveguides could be reduced by almost an order of magnitude with respect to latest experimental results. Propagation losses lower than 0.1 dB/mm are predicted for suitably designed structures, by assuming state-of-the-art fabrication accuracy.
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1. Introduction

Photonic crystals (PhC) exploit the periodicity of the refractive index as a mean to artificially manipulate the confinement and propagation characteristics of light in three dimensions [1, 2, 3]. Owing to the difficulties in fabricating fully three-dimensional periodic systems with controlled defects at optical wavelengths, two-dimensional photonic crystals embedded in planar waveguides are emerging as important candidates for prospective applications to integrated optics [4, 5, 6]. In such systems, also called PhC slabs, the in-plane confinement of light provided by the spatial periodicity of an etched dielectric material is added to the usual dielectric guiding mechanism along the vertical direction.

In recent years, it has become of crucial importance to understand the out-of-plane scattering of light, leading to attenuation and losses in photonic integrated waveguides and resonators realized in PhC slabs. As it is known, these systems support both truly- and quasi-guided photonic eigenmodes, the latter falling above the light line of the cladding material (or materials, if the waveguide is asymmetric) surrounding the guiding dielectric layer [7, 8, 9]. Whilst quasi-guided modes suffer from intrinsic radiative losses out of the slab plane due to the periodic pattern [10, 11], truly guided modes should be lossless in an ideal PhC structure without imperfections. For this reason such modes have attracted great attention in view of exploiting PhC waveguides as optical interconnects in all-optical chips, thus avoiding significant signal loss. In real systems, truly guided modes are subject to out-of-plane scattering losses due to fabrication imperfections and roughness, and research has been focusing on the problem of reducing such unwanted losses by means of an improved fabrication accuracy. Though excellent results have been recently obtained both in Silicon [12, 13, 14, 15] and GaAs-based structures [16], it is still true that propagation losses in PhC systems are too large as compared to competing strip waveguides [17, 18]. From a theoretical point of view, little work has been done concerning the role of fabrication imperfections on out-of-plane losses in PhC slabs, up to date. The main works concern the role of side-wall roughness [19, 20] and the scattering of TE-like modes into TM-like ones induced by vertical asymmetry of the structures (such as truncated cone-shaped etched holes, or the presence of two different cladding materials) [21, 22]. A Bloch mode parity change due to asymmetries in the waveguide channel has been recently confirmed experimentally [23], pointing out the importance of realizing single-mode propagation in PhC waveguides. Recently, we have developed a fast and accurate tool to study the role of disorder on the extrinsic losses, and we have performed systematic studies on the dependence of such losses as a function of various structure parameters [24, 25]. Furthermore, a study concerning the role of disorder on the scattering losses of defect modes in PhC waveguides has been recently published by Hughes et al. [26], based on a Green’s function tensor approach. The latter work confirms some of the results reported in Ref. [24], regarding in particular the highly dispersive nature of the losses and the crucial role played by the group velocity ($v_g$) of the defect mode, by using a more fundamental theoretical approach. The importance of the group velocity for low-loss propagation was previously stressed in Refs. [27, 28].

The idea of the present work is to perform a more quantitative comparison with available experimental results, thus proving the reliability of our theoretical method and our model of disorder. State-of-the-art experimental results taken form the literature and related to structures in both membrane and Silicon-on-Insulator (SOI) configurations are addressed for such comparisons. We then propose new structure designs, in which the combined use of current fabrication accuracy and of a suitably designed guided mode dispersion should allow to realize the lowest possible values for propagation losses below the light line in linear waveguides with varying channel widths. In our theoretical analysis we consider PhC slabs in membrane and in asymmetric as well as symmetric SOI vertical guiding structures. We point out the importance of using PhC waveguides with single-mode behavior, and make a comparison with losses in
Fig. 1. Schematic pictures of systems under study in the present work. (a) Line-defect along the Γ-K direction for the unperturbed and disordered triangular lattices in the (x,y) plane; the effect of a random variation of holes radii has been exaggerated. Light gray holes represent the fundamental cell to be repeated with supercell periodicity in a square lattice. The main symmetry directions of the triangular lattice, Γ-K and Γ-M, are also defined. (b) Vertical guiding structures considered in this work: (from left to right) the air-clad, the asymmetric SiO₂-clad, and the symmetric SiO₂-clad photonic crystal waveguides.

conventional strip waveguides under the same conditions.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the theoretical model is briefly introduced and discussed; in Section 3, recently published experimental results are analyzed in order to get reliable disorder parameters, consistent with current micro-fabrication technology. In Section 4, new structures are studied and new design concepts are proposed. Finally, the conclusions of the work are discussed.

2. A theoretical model of disorder

As it is well established, disorder-induced scattering of light is the main source of propagation losses for guided modes in PhC waveguides. We accounted for this loss mechanism within a simplified theoretical model of random size fluctuations in the etched holes (see also Refs. [24] and [25] for details).

Briefly, the theoretical approach adopted here is based on a recently developed guided-mode expansion method [29], in which the field is expanded on the basis of the guided modes of an effective homogeneous waveguide with averaged dielectric constant in the plane. This method allows to obtain the photonic mode dispersion both above and below the light line. Dielectric perturbations couple guided or quasi-guided modes to the radiative modes of the same “effective” waveguide used to calculate the set of modes for the expansion. This coupling is taken into account by a photonic version of time-dependent perturbation theory [30, 31]. The latter yields an imaginary part of mode frequencies, \( \text{Im}(\omega) \), which is related to the mode finite life-
time due to the coupling to radiative modes. A systematic study of intrinsic out-of-plane losses of quasi-guided modes, induced by the in-plane dielectric periodicity in PhC slabs has already been reported in Ref. [32]. For truly-guided modes, disorder is taken into account only in the perturbative calculation of losses, where the unperturbed modes (i.e. the ones calculated for the system without disorder) are coupled to the radiative modes owing to the large supercell introduced to describe the hole size fluctuations [24]. These fluctuations are described by a random distribution of hole radii, with Gaussian probability, around an average value \( r \). The root mean square (r.m.s.) deviation of the radius, \( \Delta r \), is taken as the unique disorder parameter. The coupling yields an imaginary part of mode frequencies also when the unperturbed mode falls below the light line. Propagation losses of guided modes are defined as \( \alpha_{\text{loss}} = 2 \text{Im}(k) = 2 \text{Im}(\alpha)/v_g \), where the loss coefficient \( \alpha_{\text{loss}} \) is usually measured in dB/mm and is related to the attenuation of light intensity.

The choice of the basis for the expansion makes the method particularly suited to study systems with a strong refractive index contrast between the core layer and the claddings. For what concerns suspended dielectric membranes or air/dielectric/oxide structures, photonic eigen-modes obtained by the present approach can be considered reliable and accurate within a few percent error. In the present work we restrict ourselves to considering high index contrast structures.

We consider a triangular lattice of holes with lattice constant \( a \), in which a line-defect consisting of a missing row of holes along the \( \Gamma-K \) direction is introduced (see Fig. 1 for a schematic picture of the structure and a definition of the symmetry directions of the triangular lattice). The system is realized on a PhC slab of thickness \( d \) patterned in a high-index material. A waveguide with channel width \( W = W_0 = \sqrt{3}a \) is called a W1.0 waveguide. Increased- or reduced-width waveguides can be defined by modifying the channel width as \( W = X \cdot W_0 \), where \( X \) is a real multiplication factor. A schematic picture of the in-plane supercell employed in the calculations of disorder-induced losses is shown in Fig. 1(a), where the r.m.s. deviation has been exaggerated for clarity. The disordered lattice is constructed after supercell repetition of the fundamental cell (shaded holes in figure) along the \( \Gamma-K \) direction. The dielectric perturbation leading to extrinsic losses is given by \( \Delta\varepsilon(r) = \varepsilon_{\text{dis}}(r) - \varepsilon(r) \), where \( \varepsilon(r) \) is the spatially-dependent dielectric function of the ideal lattice and \( \varepsilon_{\text{dis}}(r) \) is the dielectric function of the disordered lattice. Only size variation along the \( \Gamma-K \) direction is relevant and is taken into account.

We point out that our model takes into account only size disorder, described by a r.m.s. deviation \( \Delta r \) of the radius. In the sample fabrication procedure, this roughness parameter depends on the mask transfer and etching process, as it is related to the resolution of the polymeric resist upon exposure and development, and is usually of the order of a few nanometers. We do not consider position disorder (i.e., variation of the hole-to-hole distance), which is determined instead by the alignment of the electron-beam lithography process and can be made smaller than size disorder [28]. While a more complete model of disorder should take into account both effects as measured in real samples [33], in the present work we focus on the size-disorder, single-parameter model. While the exact numbers for the losses may depend on the specific properties of the hole sidewalls, the trends and the design rules following from the present model are believed to have more general validity.

In Fig. 1(b) the vertical guiding structures considered in this work are schematically shown. In particular, we consider air-clad PhC waveguides, SOI or asymmetric SiO\(_2\)-clad structures in which the Silicon layer is grown on top of an oxide cladding, and symmetric SiO\(_2\)-clad PhC waveguides where an upper SiO\(_2\) cladding is deposited after patterning of the core. The dielectric constants used throughout this work are \( \varepsilon_{\text{dieel}} = 12.11 \) and \( \varepsilon_{\text{oxide}} = 2.08 \) for Silicon and SiO\(_2\) materials, respectively. These values are appropriate for such materials when considering the wavelength range around 1.55 \( \mu \)m. In the present work, a supercell of size \( 8W_0 + W \) is used...
in the direction perpendicular to the line defect for the calculations of photonic mode dispersion; disorder-induced losses are calculated by using a supercell of size $49a$ along the $\Gamma$-K direction in the perturbative treatment, and an average over six different Gaussian distributions of hole radii with the same r.m.s. deviation is performed to get final results. The number of plane waves and guided modes taken in the basis set has been chosen, according to convergence tests, in order to get an accuracy of the order of a percent for the losses.

Considering the geometry of Fig. 1, and taking the origin of the $z$ axis to be at the middle of the slab, specular reflection with respect to the $(x,y)$ plane is a symmetry operation for air-clad or symmetric SiO$_2$-clad PhC waveguides, which we denote by $\hat{\sigma}_{xy}$. When dealing with symmetric PhC waveguides, we consider only modes with $\sigma_{xy} = +1$ (sometimes called TE-like modes) for which the triangular lattice has a band gap in all directions. For asymmetric structures, like SOI, modes with both parities must be included in the basis set. Furthermore, for any kind of vertical structure, defect modes can be classified according to reflection symmetry with respect to the vertical plane bisecting the waveguide channel, denoted as $\hat{\sigma}_{kz} \equiv \hat{\sigma}_{xz}$ operation: odd (even) modes are classified as $\sigma_{kz} = -1$ ($\sigma_{kz} = +1$).

As a final comment, it should be noted that the Green’s functions approach of Ref. [26] is, at least in principle, more accurate than ours. In particular, it takes into account backscattering onto the counter-propagating mode, which is not included in the present treatment. On the other hand, the perturbative approach adopted here is faster and computationally more efficient, whilst the Green’s function approach needs a calculation of the exact quantities for the unperturbed system, i.e. without disorder, via, e.g., FDTD simulations [26]. In fact, the present method allows a thorough systematic analysis of systems with varying structural parameters, and therefore it is believed to be more suited to design purposes.

3. Determination of disorder parameters

We proceed in the following way to the analysis of state-of-the-art experimental data. Our model of disorder is first applied to the air-clad W1.0 PhC waveguide, and then to the SOI W0.7 system. Taking Ref. [14] as a guide, we recover reasonable disorder parameters $\Delta r$ by reproducing the experimentally measured values of propagation losses.

3.1. Losses in Silicon membranes

A typical structure employed in the experiments in order to measure very low propagation losses, namely the air-clad W1.0 PhC waveguide, is considered here. We assume a lattice constant $a = 400 \text{ nm}$ and a Silicon core thickness $d = 220 \text{ nm}$ ($d/a = 0.55$). The average hole radius is fixed at $r/a = 0.275$. Experimental data reported in Ref. [14] are briefly analyzed. We calculate the losses only for the $\sigma_{kz} = -1$ mode. Such modes are usually considered the most interesting for applications, as they have an even spatial profile of the field intensity (no nodes at the middle of the waveguide channel). In an ideal system without imperfections, modes with different $\hat{\sigma}_{kz}$ should be completely uncoupled. In realistic structures, asymmetries between the two sides of the waveguide channel are responsible for parity mixing between $\sigma_{kz} = +1$ and $\sigma_{kz} = -1$ modes, as it was recently demonstrated [23]. For such reason only the single-mode propagation region should be useful for applications.

In Fig. 2 the photonic mode dispersion is represented in dimensionless units, $a/\lambda$ for the frequency and $ka/\pi$ for the wave vector, on both axes. For a lattice constant $a = 400 \text{ nm}$ the $\sigma_{kz} = -1$ defect mode dispersion is centered around $\lambda = 1.5 \text{ \mu m}$ ($a/\lambda \simeq 0.267$) below the light line. The shaded region represents the continuum of TE-like slab modes of the triangular lattice folded in the line-defect Brillouin zone. On the right hand side, propagation losses are plotted only for what concerns the single-mode frequency region of the $\sigma_{kz} = -1$ defect mode, on a logarithmic scale on the abscissas. The different curves correspond to different values...
of the disorder parameter. According to these calculations, experimental values of 0.5 – 0.6 dB/mm are reproduced with a disorder parameter $\Delta r/a = 0.008$, which means that the average uncertainty on the hole radius should be of the order of $\Delta r = 3.2$ nm. As it can be noticed from Fig. 2, the actual low-loss frequency range for the mode considered here (which is highlighted in the figure) is much narrower than the whole single-mode propagation region. This is due to the strong dependence of propagation losses on the group velocity, which implies that the low group velocity region may be detrimental for future all-optical integration [26, 27]. By defining the low-loss spectral region as the frequency range for which propagation losses are lower than twice the minimum calculated value (this criterion will be employed also in the following figures), only the region between $a/\lambda \simeq 0.267$ ($\lambda \sim 1.5 \mu m$ for $a = 400$ nm) and $a/\lambda \simeq 0.279$ ($\lambda \sim 1.43 \mu m$) is highlighted, corresponding to a low-loss bandwidth of $\sim 70$ nm.

3.2. Losses in SOI waveguides

In order to put our theoretical model on firm basis, we also reproduced experimentally reported values for propagation losses in asymmetric SiO$_2$-clad PhC waveguides. The difference with respect to the symmetric air-clad structure is that the Si layer is grown on top of a semi-infinite SiO$_2$ cladding, as schematically depicted in the central picture of Fig. 1(b). In such kind of structures, it is well established from the literature that the low-loss propagation region below the light line is sensitively reduced by the presence of the SiO$_2$ light line. The problem of having a defect mode dispersion with a high group velocity below the light line is solved by using reduced-width PhC waveguides [12, 27]. Thus, a typical structure employed in the experiments is a W0.7 PhC waveguide, in which the channel width is defined as $W = 0.7 \cdot \sqrt{3}a$.

We consider here a PhC slab with the same structure parameters as the air-clad PhC waveguide of Fig. 2, i.e. a Silicon core layer of thickness $d = 220$ nm, with $r/a = 0.275$ and $a = 400$ nm. The defect mode dispersion and the corresponding losses at different r.m.s. deviations are shown for the W0.7 SOI waveguide in Fig. 3. A disorder parameter $\Delta r = 2.2$ nm is found to give a good quantitative agreement with the experimental value (1.5 dB/mm) reported for an analogous SOI structure [14]. The lower $\Delta r$ value with respect to membrane samples could be considered a theoretical confirmation of the partial smoothing and reduction of roughness in SOI structures with respect to membrane ones. It can be seen from the dispersion of
Fig. 3. Calculated photonic mode dispersion of a W0.7 PhC waveguide realized in a $d = 220$ nm thick SOI system patterned with a triangular lattice of air holes ($r/a = 0.275$, lattice constant $a = 400$ nm), and out-of-plane propagation losses corresponding to the $\sigma_z = -1$ defect mode. The low-loss frequency range is highlighted.

Fig. 3 that the propagation region below the light line is also reduced by the presence of the projected TM-like slab modes, which form a continuum of states and allow defining a *TM-slab light line*, as also discussed in Refs. [21, 22]. This is due to the vertical asymmetry of the structure, which implies that $\sigma_x$ is no more a symmetry operation for the system. Such TM-slab light line may be very detrimental for achieving a large propagation bandwidth below the light line, thus considerably limiting the functionality of real devices fabricated on asymmetric SiO$_2$-clad PhC waveguides. The low-loss frequency window highlighted in figure has a wavelength bandwidth of $\sim 30$ nm, i.e. from $a/\lambda \sim 0.251$ to $a/\lambda \sim 0.256$ in dimensionless units, and it is again limited by the strong dispersion as a function of the group velocity of the defect mode. On the low energy side, the highlighted region has been limited to the TE-slab modes band edge (dark gray area in figure). Indeed, propagation losses due to scattering between the guided mode and the extended slab modes is not supposed to occur in straight line-defect waveguides, because no overlap exists between such modes in the Brillouin zone. Yet, in realistic photonic integrated circuits the presence of point defects or bends could induce such unwanted scattering mechanism, which thus would limit the effective low-loss propagation bandwidth. For this reason, only the propagation region above the photonic band edge of TE-like slab modes is considered [22], also in the following figures.

As a final remark to this Section, it should be noted that our results usually show minimum values for propagation losses correspondingly to the frequency at which the defect mode dispersion crosses the light line (air light line in the case of PhC membranes and TM-slab light line in the case of SOI structures). We point out that inclusion of the backscattering term in the calculations may lead to a smoothing of the loss curves [26]. In particular, such term is important in the low group velocity region, where the backscattering contribution ($\propto 1/v_g^2$) is not negligible as compared to the main contribution ($\propto 1/v_g$) to propagation losses. In any case, the overall physical behavior and the design considerations discussed in the following should not be affected by this phenomenon.

### 4. Design concepts for large-bandwidth and low-loss guided modes

In order to exploit state-of-the-art fabrication accuracy, estimated in the previous Section by fitting experimental values for disorder-induced losses, PhC waveguides in different slab geometries are analyzed in this Section, in order to find new designs for large-bandwidth and low-loss
propagation conditions of guided modes below the light line. Realistic PhC waveguides etched in air-clad as well as asymmetric and symmetric SiO₂-clad waveguides are considered, respectively. The latter structure implies that the Si core be filled and covered with SiO₂ in order to symmetrize the original SOI structure, as shown in the right panel of Fig. 1(b).

4.1. Increased-width waveguides in air-clad PhC slabs

Systematic studies on propagation losses below the light line as a function of various structure parameters, such as hole radius and core thickness, have been reported for membrane-type PhC waveguides [24]. One of the possible strategies to reduce propagation losses in such systems is to increase the waveguide channel width, as previously discussed in Ref. [25]. In the present
work, we extend previously reported considerations to realistic structures with estimated fabrication accuracy, and calculate very low values for propagation losses for increased-width waveguides.

In Fig. 4 the photonic mode dispersion and the corresponding propagation losses are shown for (a) W1.1, (b) W1.3 and (c) W1.5 air-clad PhC waveguides, respectively. The parameters assumed for the structures are the same as in the calculations shown in Fig. 2 for the W1.0 waveguide. As it can be seen from Fig. 4(c), a wide single-mode propagation frequency range is still present below the light line for the $\sigma_{kz} = -1$ defect mode in the W1.5 waveguide, and for a lattice constant $a = 400$ nm it is centered around $\lambda = 1.53$ $\mu$m. The interesting point is that the effective bandwidth with low-loss propagation is not much different from the W1.0 waveguide. By using the same criterion as in Fig. 2, the low-loss guided mode region is defined from $a/\lambda \simeq 0.253$ ($\lambda \sim 1.58$ $\mu$m for $a = 400$ nm) to $a/\lambda \simeq 0.263$ ($\lambda \sim 1.52$ $\mu$m) in Fig. 4(c), which is about 60 nm bandwidth. The single-mode dispersion of the $\sigma_{kz} = -1$ guided mode below the light line has been recently demonstrated by an attenuated total reflectance excitation of the evanescent modes in a single membrane-type W1.5 PhC waveguide [34]. An even larger bandwidth ($\sim 65$ nm) is predicted for the W1.3 waveguide, as shown in Fig. 4(b), at the expense of slightly higher losses. Propagation losses of the $\sigma_{kz} = -1$ defect mode decrease on increasing the channel width with respect to the typical W1.0 waveguide, when the same disorder parameter is assumed in the calculations. A clear trend can be seen in the right panels of Fig. 4, in which the minimum loss values are sensitively lowered on going from the W1.1 to the W1.5 structure. It can be also noted that in the W1.3 and W1.5 cases propagation losses are less dispersive than in the W1.0 waveguide, because the whole single-mode region available is fully related to a high group velocity dispersion of the guided mode. For the W1.5 air-clad PhC waveguide, the minimum loss value calculated here (predicted by assuming a r.m.s. deviation $\Delta r = 3.2$ nm) is well below 0.1 dB/mm. Waveguides with channel width $W > 1.5W_0$ are not considered here as they have no single-mode propagation region below the light line, as we have concluded from a systematic study of the dispersion relations (not shown). Multi-mode waveguides are expected to have larger losses, especially in the presence of localized scattering structures like bends and cavities. It appears that the W1.5 waveguide is the optimal structure in the air-clad system which yields a large-bandwidth, low-loss propagation region.

When such small values for propagation losses below the light line are aimed at, the problem of vertical tapering in the etched holes has to be considered. Non-verticity of the hole sidewalls gives rise to additional losses in the region of TM-like slab modes. For the case of the W1.0 waveguide, it has been calculated that tapering angles of 1° produce losses of the order of 0.5 dB/mm [21]. On increasing the channel width, these losses are expected to decrease with the same trend shown in Fig. 4. Thus, the design concepts discussed in this Section remain valid also in the presence of tapered holes.

It is interesting to compare the propagation losses in linear PhC waveguides with those of Silicon strip waveguides, which are the competing system for integrated optical interconnects. The comparison should be made for structures with the optimal parameters that yield single-mode propagation and low loss. From the experimental side, a recent paper [18] reports losses of the order of 0.36 dB/mm in SOI-based Silicon wires with 450 nm × 220 nm cross section. From the theoretical point of view, the losses in strip waveguides are usually calculated within a statistical model containing two parameters, namely a r.m.s. roughness parameter $\sigma$ and a correlation length $L_c$ of the size fluctuations [17, 35, 36, 37]. In the present model of size disorder for PhC waveguides, the analog of $L_c$ is the hole circumference $2\pi r$, which is $\sim 690$ nm with the parameters of Fig. 4. If we compare with the calculated losses of single-mode Si/SiO$_2$ strip waveguides with $\sigma = 3.2$ nm and $L_c = 690$ nm, values of the order of 0.2-0.3 dB/mm are found [17, 37]. These comparisons suggest that propagation losses of W1.5 PhC
Fig. 5. Calculated photonic dispersion and propagation losses of guided modes in reduced-width PhC waveguides realized in a SOI structure, as schematically represented in Fig. 1(b) (picture in the middle), for different widths of the waveguide channel. Parameters are: \( d/a = 0.5 \), \( r/a = 0.26 \), \( a = 400 \text{ nm} \). The highlighted spectral region on the right refers to the \( \sigma_{kz} = -1 \) defect mode with the largest low-loss propagation bandwidth (W0.65 waveguide).

Reduced-width waveguides can be lower than those of existing Silicon strip waveguides. A more complete analysis of the whole problem should consider the role of the correlation length \( L_c \) within a micro-roughness model for the hole sidewalls in PhC waveguides. Such an analysis is presently under study and will be reported elsewhere.

4.2. Reduced-width waveguides in asymmetric SiO\(_2\)-clad PhC slabs

In SOI-based PhC slabs, the presence of the lower oxide cladding greatly enhances the mechanical stability of the whole structure, in a system that exploits mature nanofabrication technology and know-how coming from current microelectronics industry. It would be desirable, in view of achieving photonics integration based on PhC slab systems, an all-optical chip made upon a SOI platform other than a suspended Silicon structure. For such reasons, much effort has been devoted to the improvement of experimental results discussed in Sec. 3.2. As it has been pointed out, one of the main physical limitations of SOI systems is the existence of the TM-slab light line, which considerably reduces the available bandwidth for low-loss propagation.

In order to overcome some of these limiting issues, besides the use of reduced-width waveguides to increase the high group velocity region below the light line [27], some design concepts for the optimization of the SOI-based structures have been suggested [22]. In particular, it has been claimed that a thinner slab thickness and a reduced air fraction should yield larger bandwidth of the propagating defect mode.

According to the suggestions given in Ref. [22], we show in Fig. 5 the defect mode dispersion and the related propagation losses for reduced-width PhC waveguides, in which the structure parameters are slightly modified with respect to Fig. 3. The minimum value for the losses is found for the W0.7 waveguide and it is slightly lower than that reported in Fig. 3, at fixed r.m.s. deviation \( \Delta r = 2.2 \text{ nm} \). Following the same criterion employed in Fig. 3, only the propagation region above the photonic band edge of TE-like slab modes is considered here. As a consequence, the optimized structure should be the W0.65, in which the low-loss propagation bandwidth is \( \sim 35 \text{ nm} \), i.e. almost twice the propagation bandwidth of the W0.7 waveguide that is also indicated in figure. Moreover, reasonably low propagation losses are found for the W0.65 structure, even if they are slightly larger than the losses of the W0.7 waveguide.
Fig. 6. Calculated photonic dispersion and related propagation losses of TE-like modes in PhC waveguides realized in a Silicon core sandwiched between SiO$_2$ claddings and with SiO$_2$ in the patterned holes, as schematically represented in Fig. 1(b) (picture on the right). Parameters are: $d/a = 0.5$, $r/a = 0.26$, $a = 400$ nm. (a) Reduced-width waveguides, and (b) increased width waveguides. The spectral regions of the $\sigma_{kz} = -1$ defect mode with the lowest propagation losses (W0.7 and W1.1 waveguides, respectively) in the single-mode frequency window are also highlighted.

These results substantially confirm some of the conclusions reported in Ref. [22] about the optimal structure parameters for SOI-based PhC waveguides. Furthermore, the calculations of disorder-induced losses presented here indicate the conditions for an optimal compromise between reduced propagation losses and useful low-loss bandwidth.

4.3. Waveguides in symmetric SiO$_2$-clad PhC slabs

In order to increase the low-loss propagation bandwidth in SOI-based systems, a good strategy could be to symmetrize the structure by filling the patterned Silicon core layer between SiO$_2$ claddings. In order to compare this structure to the corresponding SOI PhC waveguide of Fig. 5, the calculated photonic dispersion and propagation losses for the $\sigma_{kz} = -1$ defect mode are shown in Fig. 6 for a symmetric SiO$_2$-clad PhC waveguide. Both reduced- and increased-width waveguides have been systematically analyzed, and the choice of structure parameters for the calculations shown here follows from a detailed study aimed at optimizing both propagation bandwidth and losses.

Results are shown in Figs. 6(a) and (b) for optimized reduced- and increased-width waveguides, respectively. The r.m.s. deviation for disorder calculations is assumed to be the same as the one for the SOI structure. It should be noted that in real structures such value could...
be even smaller, owing to the oxidation smoothing within the patterned holes. For a lattice constant \(a = 400\) nm, the useful propagation region of the defect mode is centered around 1.55 \(\mu\)m. The symmetry operation \(\sigma_{xy}\) is now allowed, and we consider only TE-like modes \((\sigma_{xy} = +1)\). As it can be seen by comparing Figs. 5 and 6(a), the low-loss propagation region for the W0.7 structure is slightly increased \((\sim 40\) nm\), owing to the existence of a complete band gap for TE-like modes (analogous to the air-clad structure), for which the TM-slab light line is not present. Results for propagation losses, shown on the right hand side of Fig. 6(a), show that they could be reduced by more than a factor of two with respect to the corresponding SOI structure, while having almost twice the propagation bandwidth of the W0.7 SOI waveguide. In Fig. 6(b), results are shown for increased-width waveguides in symmetric SiO\(_2\)-clad structures. Although in this case the useful low-loss bandwidth is considerably smaller than in the optimized reduced-width waveguide, very low values for the propagation losses could be achieved in W1.1 waveguides, with an available bandwidth of \(\sim 20\) nm. Such predicted values are comparable to measured values of state-of-the-art propagation losses in membrane-type W1.0 waveguides (see Fig. 2).

5. Conclusions

In summary, it has been shown that very low propagation losses may be achieved in Silicon-based photonic crystal waveguides by the combined use of highly developed fabrication technology and properly designed guided mode dispersion.

By using disorder parameters determined from state-of-the-art experimental results, calculations of photonic mode dispersion and disorder-induced propagation losses of guided modes have been carried out for both membrane-type and SOI-based systems. As a general consideration in designing photonic crystal waveguides with large propagation bandwidth in the low-loss frequency region below the light line, care must be taken in ensuring single-mode behavior and high group velocity of the corresponding guided mode. Indeed, propagation losses may increase by orders of magnitude in the low group velocity region of the guided mode dispersion. New design concepts have been proposed in order to overcome such drawbacks in photonic crystal waveguides. For membrane-type structures, it has been shown that increasing the waveguide channel width to \(W = 1.5W_0\) should allow achieving a large propagation bandwidth with predicted losses well below 0.1 dB/mm. For what concerns SOI-based waveguides, symmetrization of the vertical guiding structure, so-called symmetric SiO\(_2\)-clad structures, should give larger propagation bandwidths and lower losses than in similar asymmetric structures.

Our calculated losses for optimized PhC waveguides are lower than in state-of-the-art Silicon strip waveguides. The lower losses of PhC waveguides follow from two main reasons: (i) the tailoring of dispersion relations of line-defect modes, which enables achieving single-mode propagation for relatively large channel widths and (ii) the possibility of fabricating a self-standing air-clad PhC structure, which is the optimal one because of the larger \(k - \omega\) region available below the air light line. We believe that the proposed design concepts may be of importance for future research on photonic crystal-based optical circuits, not only for air-clad systems, but also for what concerns the use of large patterned areas on a single chip, in which robustness and integrability of a SOI structure would play a crucial role.
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